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Abstract: Wireless OFDMA networks enable new and exciting applications but also pose significant technical
challenges due to the need for decentralized control, dynamic topology and the characteristics of the wireless
channel. Cooperative cross-layer design is a promising method to satisfy the network requirements. In wireless
OFDMA networks working in an ad hoc model, link asymmetry exists because of the heterogeneous
transmission range of network clients and network routers. In such networks, several challenges, including the
unidirectional link problem, heterogeneous hidden problem and heterogeneous exposed problem, can
dramatically degrade network performance. In this paper, we develop a cooperative cross-layer approach for
wireless  OFDMA  networks  to simultaneously address these challenges and improve network performance.
The main ideas of our approach are to eliminate the unidirectional link at the network layer and design novel
handshake and resource allocation mechanisms at the medium-access control (MAC) layer using topological
information collected in the network layer.
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INTRODUCTION Link  problem,  Heterogeneous Hidden Terminal

Ad hoc networks are a collection of wireless mobile Problem [3-4].
nodes forming a temporary wireless network. In ad hoc Cross-layer design is a promising method to satisfy
networks, any pre-established wired or wireless the network requirements. While the mesh networks
infrastructure and the centralized administration, such as exhibit much promise, they also pose some significant
the base stations, are unavailable. Mobile nodes can design  challenges.  Despite   the  challenges  posed,
move arbitrarily results in the constant changing the  various  network  requirements  need to be met.
topology. Thus, ad hoc networks are specially important The implementations of networks a hierarchy of layers
and useful in battlefield or disaster area [1-2]. A Wireless that are  independent  and non-cooperating are unable
OFDMA Network consists of a three tier network that to take advantage of  the interactions between the
provides access to the internet. The OFDMA networks layers [5-6]. The approaches were optimizing each layer
enable new and exciting applications but also pose by itself when a joint optimization across the various
significant technical challenges due to the need for layers of the network would have resulted in greater
decentralized control, dynamic topology and the network performance [7].
characteristics of the wireless channel. The range of
router is greater than that of the client in the Wireless Cooperative Cross Layer Approach: To meet the
OFDMA Network. This causes link asymmetry and leads requirements of energy constraint, bandwidth
to degradation in network performance. The link constraint  and  delay  constraints,   a  cooperative
asymmetry causes three main problems, Unidirectional cross-layer  protocol  design  that supports adaptively

problem and Hetero-generous Exposed Terminal
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Fig 1: Wireless mesh Network

and optimization across layers of the protocol could be
implemented. In an adaptive cooperative cross-layer
protocol stack, the link layer can adapt rate, power and
coding to meet the requirements of the application given
 current   channel   and  network   conditions. The Medium
Access Control (MAC) layer can adapt on underlying link
and interference conditions as well as delay constraints
and priorities. Adaptive routing protocols can be
developed based on current link, network and traffic
conditions. It has been shown that cooperative cross-
layer networking can improve performance by as much as
a factor of two.

In a wireless OFDMA network, the medium-access-
control (MAC) protocol plays a crucial role in
coordinating nodes to access the wireless channel in an
efficient and fair manner. However, most of existing
research  efforts  tends  to  improve  the performance of
the mesh backbone and only a few research efforts have
been paid to study mesh access networks We can see
that there are one router and several clients in a mesh
access network. The transmission range of the mesh
router is generally larger than  that  of the mesh client.
This indicates that link asymmetry exists in the mesh
access network. In such a network, a MAC protocol
needs to be in place to coordinate channel access in
multihops. Because the MAC standard IEEE 802.11 is
mainly designed to coordinate channel access within one
hop, it cannot handle link asymmetry for a mesh access
network connecting via an ad hoc model.

Problems: Carrier sense is a fundamental part of most
wireless net-working stacks in wireless local area- and
sensor   networks.  As  increasing  numbers  of  users  and

more demanding applications push wireless networks
to their capacity limits, the efficacy of the carrier sense
mechanism becomes a key factor in determining
wireless network capacity.

The link asymmetry causes mainly three problems
in a Wireless Mesh Network:  1) Unidirectional Link
Problem, 2) Heterogeneous Hidden Terminal problem
and 3) Heterogeneous exposed terminal problem. These
three problems degrade the network performance and
has to be dealt with simultaneously. Link asymmetry
raises two key issues in mesh access networks. The
first issue is that the benefit of a large transmission
range of the mesh router is limited due to the
unidirectional link problem. The mesh router could not
transmit a data frame to the mesh client far away by its
large transmission range. As a result, effective
transmission of mesh routers, along with network
connectivity, is limited. The second issue is that the
large transmission range of the mesh router decreases
the  network  capacity. The heterogeneous hidden
problem may incur high collisions and the
heterogeneous exposed problem decreases the spatial
reuse of network channel resources. The three problems
can be simultaneously dealt with by eliminating the
unidirectional link between the mesh routers and the
mesh client.

Unidirectional Link Problem: This refers to the
problem in which clients with small transmission range
cannot respond to  routers  after receiving requests
from routers. This problem leads to incorrect
topological information and misbehaviour of routing
protocols, which commonly  assume  that the links of
the network are bidirectional. The effective transmission
of  mesh  routers,  along   with  network  connectivity,
is limited due to unidirectional link problem.

Heterogeneous Hidden Terminal Problem: Hidden
nodes are the nodes that are not in the range of other
nodes or a group of nodes. Each node is within
communication range of the access point, but nodes
cannot communicate with each other as they do not
have physical connection to each other. IEEE 802.11
uses 802.11 RTS/CTS acknowledgment and handshake
packets to overcome the hidden node problem partially,
also this is not a complete solution and may decrease
throughput even further, with the alternative option,
adaptive acknowledgments from the base station can
help too. Because the heterogeneous hidden terminal
increases the chance of collision for data transmission,
network throughput can be dramatically reduced.
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Heterogeneous Exposed Terminal Problem: This refers to
the decline of spatial reuse of wireless channel that is
caused by clients, which are forced to remain silent by the
router’s CTS. However, their data transmission will not
interfere with the data transmission of the router that sent
the CTS. Obviously, the spatial reuse of network channels
significantly decreases, because a number of clients are
forced to remain silent in this case.

The benefit of a large transmission range of the mesh
router is limited due to the unidirectional link problem. The
heterogeneous  hidden problem may incur high collisions
and the heterogeneous exposed problem decreases the
spatial  reuse  of network channel resources. The key to
simultaneously address these three problems is to
eliminate unidirectional links. However, the elimination of
unidirectional links is not a simple task, because the
chance of the mesh router to access the channel should
not simultaneously increase.

Handling Link Asymmetry in Wmn: The three problems
due to link asymmetry can be dealt with, by eliminating terminal. N-ACK is used to request the source node to
the unidirectional links, the mesh client and mesh router retransmit DATA when collision occurs on the data
could handshake via multihop paths, whereas the channel.
collisions and spatial reuse should remain at the same In the  cross-layer  design,  the routing protocol
level  where   unidirectional   links   are  not  eliminated. offers support to the MAC protocol in the link layer
The solution should consider the cooperative cross-layer and real-time topological information in the spanning
design as well. This is because the three problems raised tree is integrated into the link layer. Hence, when
by link asymmetry  covered  both the network layer and sending and processing frames in the link layer,
the link layer. A cooperative Cross Layer approach can topological information in the network layer can be
handle the issues caused due to Link Asymmetry. used by the MAC protocol.  Based  on  mechanisms

Cooperative Cross Layer Solution: The desired approach their interactions, three mechanisms to address the
needs the cooperation between the network layer and link unidirectional link problem, heterogeneous hidden
layer, i.e the MAC protocol needs topology information problem and heterogeneous exposed problem,
obtained in the network layer and the routing protocol respectively are introduced.
needs the topology information obtained in the network In   particular,     the   unidirectional  link  problem
layer and the routing protocol needs the MAC protocol to is solved by routing clear to send (CTS) via multihop
directly address the unidirectional link problem. There are mesh  clients,   the   heterogeneous   hidden  problem
three parts in this cooperative Cross Layer solution. In the is solved by routing DTS on demand and the
network layer, an algorithm is developed to establish the heterogeneous exposed problem is solved by
local route spanning tree for each mesh client. With the processing CTS from the mesh router, depending on
spanning tree, the mesh router and mesh clients can be whether  the  mesh  router  is a bidirectional neighbour
connected via multihop communication. In the link layer, or not.
a new MAC protocol based on the defer and back off In a WMAN, each mesh client is equipped with
mechanisms  of  the  IEEE 802.11 protocol is proposed. two network interface cards (NICs) working on different
The active acknowledgment mechanism in the IEEE 802.11 orthogonal channels defined in the direct sequence
protocol is not used. Instead, two new control frames are spread spectrum.
introduced: 1) delay to send (DTS) and 2) negative ACK In the wireless mesh backbone, two NICs are
(N-ACK). DTS is used to avoid collision on demand by equipped  in  the  mesh  router,  which  work  on  the
cancelling the  transmission  of  a  heterogeneous  hidden same   channel   used   in   the   mesh   access  network.

Fig. 2: Cross Layer Solution

provided in the network layer and the link layer and
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Additional NICs equipped in mesh routers result in a reverse path to connect the mesh router and mesh
separate channel for data  transmission  among mesh client.. LRST is established to enable control
routers. Two NICs are used in the mesh gateway as well: information exchange between the mesh router and the
One is used to access the mesh backbone and the other mesh client in the case of an existing unidirectional link,
is used to connect to the Internet. Without loss of for the MAC protocol. By using the Cross Layer
generality, it is assumed that the transmission ranges of approach, the MAC protocol can use LRST to route
both mesh routers and mesh gateways are the same and control frames via multihop path through other mesh
are set to RR and that the transmission range of mesh clients. Thus the Unidirectional link problem can be
clients is set to RC, which is much smaller than RR. Also dealt with.
it is assumed that the receiving power thresholds for all
channels are the same. Two new control frames are Addressing Heterogeneous HiddenTerminal Problem:
introduced DTS and N-ACK in the solution. Therefore, The main idea behind solving the heterogeneous
there are three basic handshake operations in our hidden terminal problem is to route the control frames,
approach. RTS/CTS/DATA is used to handle normal data which can either block or delay the transmission of the
transmission. When a node needs to send DATA, it first router. There are two schemes in order to solve the
checks the data channel and the control channel. When heterogeneous hidden terminal problem. One scheme
both channels are idle and the idle time lasts longer than involves increasing the coverage of CTS sent by the
the period of time that is equal to short inter  frame  space, client. The second scheme is to delay the transmission
RTS can be transmitted via the control channel. By of router on demand, this scheme involves low
receiving RTS, if the channel condition allows it to receive overhead. The second scheme is based on the fact that
DATA, the destination node promptly replies to RTS by collision occur only when the heterogeneous hidden
CTS. After receiving CTS from the destination, DATA is terminal access the channel while the client is receiving
sent from the data channel. RTS/DTS/Backoff retransmit the DATA. The client senses any collision by listening
is used when the channel condition of the destination to the control channel. When RTS from the router is
does not meet the requirements for receiving DATA. received by the client on the control channel while it is
After receiving DTS from the destination, the source node receiving DATA, the client ensures that the DATA
will delay its data transmission and retry after backoff. transmission from that router will collide with the
This way, the chance of collision can be largely reduced. DATA to be received. In this case, DTS is forwarded
RTS/CTS/DATA/N -ACK/Backoff Retransmit is used to via a multihop path through mesh clients to the
provide the reliability for DATA transmission. When heterogeneous hidden terminal, i.e., the router, to
collision occurs on the data channel, the destination will cancel its current data transmission. 
send N-ACK to the source. After the backoff procedure,
retransmission will recover the collided DATA frame. Addressing Heterogeneous Exposed Terminal

Addressing Unidirectional Link Problem: The CTS frame from the router may block data transmission
Unidirectional link problem can be solved by establishing from clients.. To prevent this, the coverage of the CTS
a reverse path between the mesh router and the mesh frame has to be decreased, this is done by limiting the
clients. A client need not establish path between all the effective coverage of CTS frame from the router. Using
routers, it should establish the reverse path only with the the LRST established in the network layer, each client
routers within a radius RR. There are three steps involved determines whether the router is its bidirectional
in establishing the Local Route Spanning Tree (LRST) and neighbour or not. When the router is not its
solving the unidirectional link problem, which include the bidirectional neighbour, CTS will be ignored. If the
building of the bidirectional table to determine whether a router is the bidirectional neighbour, the CTS frame will
unidirectional link exist and then LRST is formed whose be processed.
topological information is used to address the
unidirectional link problem. The bidirectional table Solutions for Link a Symmetry
determines whether a unidirectional link exist between the Cooperative Cross-layer Approach: In order to
mesh router and the mesh client. For this the router and
the client need to broadcast Hello packets periodically.
The second step involves the establishment of the

Problem: The range of routers are large, due to this the

simultaneously address the three problems,
unidirectional links need to be eliminated. However,
eliminating  unidirectional  links is not a simple task, as
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the chance of the mesh router to access the channel The  PHY  layer  communicates  with  the  next  layer
should not simultaneously increase. Thus, channel that is the MAC layer about the carrier status. The
should be accessed by routers and clients without virtual carrier sensing can be used optionally by a node
causing collisions and thereby not affecting network such that, the transmitting station node, fills the
performance.  The  solution  should  consider  the cross- duration field of the frame’s MAC header with a value
layer design as well. This is because the three problems that indicates how long the station is going to use the
raised by link asymmetry is covered by both the network medium. Now all other nodes within the transmission
layer and the link layer. Existing approaches in the range of this transmitting node updates their local
network layer and the link layer cannot completely network  allocation  vectors  (NAVs)  to  this  time
address these problems and the desired approach needs duration and defer their transmissions until their NAV
the cooperation between the network layer and the link timers count down. After NAV timer reaches zero, it
layer, i.e. the MAC protocol needs the topology indicates that the medium is virtually not busy
information obtained in the network  layer  and  the anymore. With a hybrid of the virtual carrier sensing
routing protocol needs the MAC protocol to directly and the PHY carrier sensing, IEEE 802.11 can result in
address the unidirectional link problem. reduced collision.

Carrier Sensing along with Cooperative Cross-layer: In RESULT
Carrier Sensing, if the channel is idle then transmission
occurs without any precaution to prevent collision. If the Carrier Sensing Affects on Exposed Node (EN): EN
channel is busy, node waits for a random time. Carrier occurs when the carrier- sensing mechanism, which can
sense is a mechanism common to minimize collisions in be physical or virtual, does not allow simultaneous
wireless system. The basic idea of carrier sense is such transmissions by non-interfering links. Let IR be the
that before transmitting, a sender listens to the channel interference range of a link. Any transmission by other
and assesses whether a nearby node is transmitting. If links inside the IR of the link will interfere with the
no nearby node is transmitting, the sender transmits transmission of the link. Considering link that are inside
immediately. If a nearby node is transmitting, the sender the carrier-sensing (CS) range but outside the IR of
defers, waiting for some time after the end of the each other,  simultaneous  transmissions by the two
intervening transmission. Then the sender repeats the links are not allowed, even though there is no mutual
same carrier sense-defer process. Carrier sense is a part of interference. EN is very common in the 802.11 basic-
the medium access control (MAC) layer.  Well-informed access mode as well as the RTS/CTS mode and it is the
MAC decisions are crucial for improving network fundamental factor limiting the network performance
performance. Deferring a transmission can result in due to inefficiency in spatial reuse.
wasting a good transmission opportunity, thereby The EN problem can be solved as in our approach
reducing capacity. Carrier sense avoid these problems, as instead of simply declaring the medium to be busy and
the sender and receiver are in different locations and the respecting the NAV blindly, a node will look at the
sender makes the carrier sense decision based on MAC addresses of the RTS/CTS frame to see if the
information available to it. transmitting link has an interfering relationship with the

IEEE 802.11 standard specifies two ways to determine link the node intends to transmit on. If not, it will simply
if the medium is busy, i.e., by physical and virtual carrier disregard the RTS/CTS frame. A node also looks at the
sensing functions. IEEE 802.11 specifies that any PHY MAC addresses of the received packet and then
must provide a technique to sense if the medium is busy. selectively respects the physical carrier sensing only if
The second is the virtual carrier-sense mechanism that there is an interference relationship between the
consists of a Network Allocation Vector (NAV) transmitting link and the link the node intends to
maintained by each client. The NAV tells the client how transmit on.
long the medium will be busy. The client's NAV is
updated in response to receiving a frame whose duration D  Carrier   Sensing   Affects   Hidden  Nodes  (HN):
field contains a value that exceeds the current NAV value. HN occurs when the CS mechanism fails to prevent

The  role  of  the  PHY  layer  carrier  sensing  is to simultaneous  transmissions  of  interfering  links.
firmly  establish  whether  the  wireless  medium  is busy Nodes could send packets if it is not within the CS
or  not  through  a  clear  channel  assessment  function. range of other nodes.
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Fig. 3: Carrier sensing response on exposed node and
number of nodes

Fig. 4: Carrier sensing response on hidden node and
number of nodes

Increasing  the  CS  range  alone cannot eliminate HN
completely since no matter how large the CS range is, it is
still possible that a receiver is inside the CS range of a
transmitting link, but its sender is not.

In this case, the sender will send DATA to the
receiver, but the receiver will not return an ACK, causing
the sender to interpret the event as a collision.

CONCLUSION

In a Wireless Mesh Network, the link asymmetry
dramatically   degrades    the  network  performance. The
issues due to link asymmetry, unidirectional link problem,
heterogeneous hidden terminal problem and
heterogeneous exposed terminal problem are solved using
a Cross Layer approach. it is been observed that the
network performance could  be  improved  by   using

cross-ayer approach rather than using single layer
independently. The throughput is seems to be
improved and is much better for cross-layer with the
reduction in collisions in the network. is reduced
drastically by using carrier sensing approach in
addition  to  the  cross-layer approach. The analysis
was carried out for variable packet size also. It is been
observed that by applying carrier sensing, an
improvement is obvious only after a particular
threshold value of packet size. Also the packet delivery
ratio for system with carrier sensing increases rapidly
after  that.  Thus  cross-layer approach along with
carrier sensing gives an improvement over network
performance because  of  the  reduction in collision.
Two new control frames were introduced, Delay To
Send (DTS) and Negative Acknowledgement, to avoid
collision on demand. Reverse paths are established
through multihop to avoid the unidirectional link.
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